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Preface

Oracle Resources
Important: For the latest version of this document, visit the SAN Storage – Oracle
Flash Storage Systems section at the Oracle Help Center (http://www.oracle.com/
goto/fssystems/docs).

Table 1: Oracle resources
For help with... Contact...
Support http://www.oracle.com/support

(www.oracle.com/support)

Training https://education.oracle.com
(https://education.oracle.com)

Documentation • SAN Storage – Oracle Flash Storage Systems:
(http://www.oracle.com/goto/fssystems/docs)

• From Oracle FS System Manager (GUI):
Help > Documentation

• From Oracle FS System HTTP access:
(http://system-name-ip/documentation.php
where system-name-ip is the name or the public
IP address of your system)

Documentation
feedback

http://www.oracle.com/goto/docfeedback
(http://www.oracle.com/goto/docfeedback)

Contact Oracle http://www.oracle.com/us/corporate/contact/index.html
(http://www.oracle.com/us/corporate/contact/
index.html)

Command Syntax Conventions
Table 2: Typography to mark command syntax
Typographic symbol Meaning
[ ] Square brackets. Delimits an optional command parameter

or a set of optional command parameters.

{ } Braces. Delimits a set of command parameters, one of which
must be selected.

| Vertical bar. Separates mutually exclusive parameters.
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Table 2: Typography to mark command syntax (continued)
Typographic symbol Meaning
... Ellipsis. Indicates that the immediately preceding parameter

or group of parameters can be repeated.

monospace Indicates the name of a command or the name of a
command option (sometimes called a flag or switch).

italic Indicates a variable for which you need to supply a value.

Command parameters that are not enclosed within square brackets ( [ ] ) are
required.

Important: The above symbols (and font styling) are based on the POSIX.1-2008
specification. These symbols are used in the command syntax only to clarify how
to use the command parameters. Do not enter these symbols on the command line.

Preface
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CHAPTER 1

Welcome to the Oracle FS RESTful API

Get Started with the Oracle FS System RESTful API
You can monitor and manage an Oracle FS System using the Oracle FS System
Representational State Transfer (REST) Application Programming Interface
(API). Based on a layered client-server model, the RESTful architecture permits
services to be transparently redirected through standard hubs, routers, and other
network systems.

The core functionality of Oracle FS System RESTful API is built on top of the
Oracle FS CLI (FSCLI) and the implementation maps to existing FSCLI
commands. See the Oracle Flash Storage System CLI Reference on the Oracle Help
Center (www.oracle.com/goto/fssystems/docs) if you are not familiar with the
FSCLI.

The Oracle FS System RESTful API includes the following features:

HTTP Verbs Uses HTTP to implement REST. The RESTful API supports the
following HTTP verbs: GET, POST, PUT, and DELETE. The
GET, PUT, and DELETE verbs observe all HTTP semantics,
such as idempotency.

Port
Information

Accessible on the SSL secure port 8085.

Resources Resources are the main abstraction in Oracle FS System
RESTful API. Resources are anything that can have an ID or
fully qualified name (FQN) associated with it. Only those
resources that correspond to FSCLI commands are accessible.

CGI Query
Strings

The HTTP GET verb does not support using a message body
to provide additional options. Instead, the standard is to use
CGI query string parameters. The Oracle FS System RESTful
API supports the use of CGI query strings in the URI supplied
with the GET command.

Request
Formats

Supports both XML-formatted and JSON-formatted message
bodies to specify the options contained in message bodies
needed for POST, PUT, and some DELETE requests.

Response
Formats

Responses from all Oracle FS System RESTful API GET, POST,
PUT, or DELETE verbs are either an XML format or a JSON
format.
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RESTful API Authentication
The Oracle FS System RESTful API uses the same authentication credentials as
the Oracle FS System Manager and Oracle FS CLI (FSCLI). All requests from
external clients are individually authenticated using the appliance credentials
and are conducted over an HTTPS connection on port 8085.

The Oracle FS System RESTful API uses the Apache HTTP header
Authentication property. The value for the Authentication property follows
the standard basic authentication pattern. The value is a Base64-encoded string
consisting of the Oracle FS System administrator user ID concatenated with a
colon (:), concatenated with the password Oracle FS System administrator. The
resulting string is stored in the Authentication property in the HTTP header
for the Oracle FS System RESTful API request.

Important: Ensure that the Oracle FS System administrator that use has sufficient
permissions to perform all tasks in the request. See the Oracle Flash Storage System
CLI Reference on the Oracle Help Center (http://www.oracle.com/goto/fssystems/
docs) if you are not familiar with the FSCLI permissions.

The Oracle FS System performs a Base64 decode to extract the user ID and
password and then authenticates permission before performing the requested
action. The supported user IDs are any default IDs supported by the Oracle FS
System as well as any IDs created by an Oracle FS System administrator.

The following is a basic authentication example:

Authorization: Basic dXNlcm5hbWU6cGFzc3dvcmQ=

RESTful API Versions
The RESTful API version for a given release has a global version number that
you must include in the request.

This version number (v1) is included in all requests:

GET https://<oraclefs_ip_or_dns>:8085/v1/volume_group
Note: The RESTful API version for a given release for the API is not related to the
Oracle FS System releases.

Common RESTful Operations
The Oracle FS System RESTful API employs the following HTTP verbs to
implement Oracle FS System monitoring and management functions: GET, POST,
PUT, and DELETE.

The following table shows the common RESTful operations for a given resource.

Welcome to the Oracle FS RESTful API
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Table 3: Common RESTful operations

Request Path Description

GET <resources> List all <resources>.

GET <resources>/<name> Get an object describing the
selected resource.

POST <resources> Create a new resource.

PUT <resources>/<name> Modify the selected
resource.

DELETE <resources>/<name> Delete the selected
resource.

Query Parameters
Some requests support optional query parameters that modify or enhance the
data returned. Not every resource supports every query parameter.

The Oracle FS System RESTful API does not permit the following FSCLI options
in message bodies or CGI query strings.

• ‑outputFormat or ‑o
• ‑sessionKey
• ‑u
• ‑p
• ‑oracleFS

If additional options are required to qualify the information being returned about
the resource, these options are provided at the end of the URI as a query string
(as CGI parameters).

Welcome to the Oracle FS RESTful API
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CHAPTER 2

Use the Oracle FS RESTful API

Access the Service
You access the service using a URL that contains the Oracle FS System IP or DNS
name, the port number, and the version of the RESTful API.

To access the service, use this URL:

https://<oraclefs_ip_or_dns>:8085/v1/

Oracle FS System Resources
The Oracle FS System RESTful API provides a resource view of the world. A
resource is any entity that is identified by an ID or fully qualified name (FQN).

The following Oracle FS System entities are accessible as resources with IDs or
FQNs using the HTTP GET, PUT, POST, and DELETE commands. Unless
otherwise noted, the IDs or FQNs are of the entities themselves.

Note: Your Oracle FS System might not support all of the resources listed.

Table 4: Resources with IDs
Resource URI resource fragment Notes

Account /account

Enclosure /enclosure

Cifs /cifs Using File Server as its ID or FQN

Cifs Share /cifs_share

Clone Filesystem /clone_filesystem

Clone LUN /clone_lun

Event notification /event_notification

File Server /fileserver

Filesystem /filesystem

Host group /host_group
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Table 4: Resources with IDs (continued)
Resource URI resource fragment Notes

Host map /hostmap

Job /job

Log Bundle /system_log

LUN /lun

NDMP /ndmp

NFS /nfs Using File Server as its ID or FQN

NFS Export /nfs_export

NFS Host /nfs_host

Profile /profile

Report /report

SAN host /san_host

Controller /controller

Snapshot /snapshot Using source filesystem ID or FQN

Snapshot Schedule /snapshot_schedule

SNMP Host /snmp_host

Storage Domain /storage_domain

/drive_group

System Alert /system_alert

Task /task

UPS /ups

VIF /vif

Volume Group /volume_group

The following Oracle FS System resources are accessible as pseudo-resources as
there is no ID required due to the global nature of the entity:

Use the Oracle FS RESTful API
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Table 5: Resources that do not have IDs
Resource URI resource fragment Notes

Call Home /call_home

Errors /errors

Event Log /event_log

Haltpoint /haltpoint

NAS /nas Retrieves NAS service status

Pilot /pilot

Quota /quota

Route /route

SAN /san

Software Update /software_update

Statistics /statistics

System /system

Time /time

Version /version

The following Oracle FS System resources are partially supported by the RESTful
API:

Table 6: Partially-supported resources
Resource URI resource fragment Notes

Enclosure Console enclosure_console The API supports commands that open,
close, write, and read the console. The API
does not support the option to do a polling
read.

Storage Allocation storage_allocation

The Oracle FS System RESTful API employs the following HTTP verbs to
implement Oracle FS System monitoring and management functions: GET, POST,
PUT, and DELETE. The following table shows how the HTTP verbs are mapped
to the Oracle FS CLI subcommand calls:

Use the Oracle FS RESTful API
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Table 7: Mapping HTTP verbs to FSCLI subcommands
Action HTTP verb FSCLI

subcommand
Notes

Create a
resource

POST -add The message body contains the options
for creating the resource of the POST
request. The message body is either an
XML format or a JSON format and
contains the minimum options required
for the resource in question.

The response is the ID and FQN of the
created object.

Modify a
resource

PUT -modify The URI must contain the resource ID.
A message body must be provided with
the PUT request and contain the
properties that you want to change.
This action must be idempotent.

Delete a
resource

DELETE -delete If you provide the resource ID in the
URI, the specified resource is deleted. If
you do not provide the resource ID in
the URI, you must provide a message
body with the options that identify a
collection of resources to delete. This
action must be idempotent.

Display
resource by
ID

GET -list -
details

Retrieving by only specifying the ID in
the URI returns the details of the
resource. The basic FSCLI response is
returned.

Display a
collection of
resources

GET -list By providing only the resource in the
URI, the current FSCLI response is
returned, namely, the ID and FQN for
each resource instance.

Any additional options supported by a
given FSCLI command must be
provided in a CGI query string format
on the URI.

This action must be idempotent.

Perform a
command

POST Any commands
that do an
action.

The resource ID may or may not be
required based on the command. The
command itself is included in the URI
following the ID.

Use the Oracle FS RESTful API
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CHAPTER 3

Oracle FS System RESTful API Requests

Oracle FS System RESTful API Request Format
An Oracle FS System RESTful API request consists of the HTTP verb (GET, POST,
PUT, or DELETE), a URI identifying a resource or set of resources, HTTP header
field values, and an optional message body.

URI Format
The following example is the URI format for the Oracle FS System RESTful API
HTTP verbs.
https://<oraclefs_ip_or_dns>:8085/v1/<resource_name>[/ID or FQN]
[/<subcommand>]
The optional ID or FQN values identify a specific resource instance and are
provided based on the HTTP verb used. When specifying an FQN, escape the
leading slash (/) with a backslash (\).

Only use the optional /subcommand value with the POST command to issue
subcommands.

HTTP Header Fields
You can specify the HTTP Content-Type, Accept, and Authentication header
field values in the Oracle FS System RESTful API request. The Content-Type
field specifies the format of the message body included in the request. The
Accept field specifies the message body format of the response. The two values
supported for the Content-Type and the Accept fields are text/xml for XML
formatting and text/json for JSON formatting. The Oracle FS System RESTful
API supports basic authorization over HTTPS with each command execution.

Message Body
When the Oracle FS System RESTful API request is either a POST or a PUT,
include a message body. When the RESTful API request is a DELETE request that
deletes more than one resource, include a message body with the DELETE
request to specify the criteria used for selecting the resources. Message bodies
may be either an XML format or a JSON format.

The following example is a text/xml Content-Type message body.
<RequestBody>
  One or more element tags that map to FSCLI option names and 
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values.
</RequestBody>
A direct one‑to‑one mapping of FSCLI command options to the element tag
names and values that are in the message body exists. Responses might contain a
message body. The Accept HTTP header specifies the format for the contents in
the message body.

The following example is a text/xml Content-Type response message body:
<RequestBody>
  One or more element tags containing FSCLI XML tags and values.
</RequestBody>
In the cases where prompt responses are required, respond to the prompt, and
then resend the request with the prompt response in the request body. If there
are multiple prompts required, the RESTful interface returns a failed response
with a new prompt and the ID number of the failed response. Resend the
previous command, appending another <PromptResponse> section until you
finally send a request that has all the prompt responses accounted for.

The following example demonstrates a request that failed because it needed the
user to reply to a prompt:

Note: See the following lines in the example:
<PromptRequired>Warning: Lun "414B303032323736A104781007D6A8DE" 
has clones, if you
continue, they will all be deleted. If just a specific clone is
to be deleted, use clone_lun -delete.
Continue(y/N)? </PromptRequired>
Example
DELETE https://<oraclefs_ip_or_dns>:8085/v1/lun/
414B303032323736A104781007D6A8DE
Authentication: Basic <encoded username:password> 
Content-type:text/xml
HTTP/1.1 409 Conflict
Date: Thu, 19 Mar 2015 22:04:56 GMT
Server: Apache/2.2.15 (Oracle)
Connection: close
Transfer-Encoding: chunked
Content-Type: text/xml
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<ResponseBody>
<CLIResponse>
<ResponseHeader>
<ClientData>FSCLI</ClientData>
<Command>lun</Command>
</ResponseHeader>
<PromptRequired>Warning: Lun "414B303032323736A104781007D6A8DE" 
has clones, if you
continue, they will all be deleted. If just a specific clone is
to be deleted, use clone_lun -delete.
Continue(y/N)? </PromptRequired>
<PromptId>1</PromptId>
</CLIResponse>
</ResponseBody>
The following example demonstrates a resend of the request with the prompt
response in the request body:

Oracle FS System RESTful API Requests
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Note: See the following lines in the example:
<RequestBody><PromptResponse><id>1</id><response>y</response></
PromptResponse></RequestBody>
Example
DELETE https://<oraclefs_ip_or_dns>:8085/v1/lun/
414B303032323736A104781007D6A8DE
Authentication: Basic <encoded username:password> 
Content-type:text/xml
<RequestBody><PromptResponse><id>1</id><response>y</response></
PromptResponse></RequestBody>
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Connection: close
Date: Thu, 19 Mar 2015 22:04:56 GMT
Server: Apache/2.2.15 (Oracle)
Content-Type: text/xml
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<ResponseBody>
<CLIResponse>
  <ResponseHeader>
    <ClientData>FSCLI</ClientData>
    <Command>lun</Command>
  </ResponseHeader>
<TaskInformation>
  <TaskGuid>414B303032323736A13FC165BBA5CA84</TaskGuid>
  <TaskFqn>/DeleteLun/4416770/administrator</TaskFqn>
</TaskInformation>
<Status>succeeded</Status>
</CLIResponse>
</ResponseBody>

HTTP Verbs
The Oracle FS System RESTful API uses HTTP to implement REST. The RESTful
API supports the following four HTTP verbs: GET, POST, PUT, and DELETE. The
GET, PUT, and DELETE verbs observe all HTTP semantics, such as idempotency.

GET
Use the GET request to return one or more resources. If you do not provide the
ID or the FQN in the request, only the ID and the FQN of all instances of the
specified resource_name are returned. If you provide the ID or the FQN, the
details for the specified instance are returned.

For example, to get the ID and the FQN for each LUN in the Oracle FS System,
specify the LUN resource without any ID or the FQN:
GET https://<oraclefs_ip_or_dns>:8085/v1/lun HTTP/1.1
Authentication: Basic <encoded username:password>
Accept:  text/xml
Content-Type:  text/xml
To get the details for a specific LUN, include its ID or FQN, for example,
GET https://<oraclefs_ip_or_dns>:8085/v1/lun/\/LUN_123 HTTP/1.1
Authentication: Basic <encoded username:password>
Accept:  text/xml
Content-Type:  text/xml
.

Oracle FS System RESTful API Requests
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Note: The leading slash is escaped with a backslash.

If additional options are required to qualify the information being returned about
the resource, provide the options at the end of the URI as a query string (as CGI
parameters). For example, use the following request to get all of the offline
volumes associated with a drive group:
GET https://<oraclefs_ip_or_dns>:8085/v1/enclosure/%5C/
ENCLOSURE-01?drivesmartdata=0 HTTP/1.1
Authentication: Basic <encoded username:password>
Accept:  text/xml
Content-Type:  text/xml
The GET request is always idempotent.

POST
Use the POST request to create a resource or to issue a command.

When the POST request is used to create a resource, the ID or the FQN is not
required in the URI. Instead, provide a message body with the minimum set of
options required to create the resource.

The following example creates a LUN using the POST request:
POST https://<oraclefs_ip_or_dns>:8085/v1/lun HTTP/1.1 
Authentication: Basic <encoded username:password>
Accept:  text/xml
Content-Type:  text/xml
<RequestBody>
  <name>lun1</name>
  <addressableCapacity>100</addressableCapacity>
  <priority>medium</priority>
  <storageClass>hddLff</storageClass> 
</RequestBody>
When the POST request is used to issue a command, the ID or the FQN is optional
in the URI depending on the command being performed. The name of the
command is included in the URI after the ID or the FQN. If the ID or the FQN is not
required, the forward slash is still required. The message body is optional
depending on the command. If the message body is provided, ensure that it
contains any options needed by the command.

The following example requests a scan of a specific filesystem using the POST
request:
POST https://<oraclefs_ip_or_dns>:8085/v1/filesystem/<id>/scan 
HTTP/1.1
The following example restarts the Oracle FS System using the POST request.

Note: The ID is empty and the message body contains the additional options for
the restart.
POST https://<oraclefs_ip_or_dns>:8085/v1/system//restart HTTP/
1.1
Authentication: Basic <encoded username:password>
Accept:  text/xml
Content-Type:  text/xml
<RequestBody>
    <serviceType>sanBias</serviceType>
  <overridePinnedData>1</overridePinnedData>
</RequestBody>

Oracle FS System RESTful API Requests
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PUT
Use the PUT request to modify an existing resource or to modify global settings.
If a resource is being modified, provide the ID or the FQN. The message body
must be provided with the properties that are to be changed. The FSCLI option
that identifies the ID or the FQN of the resource itself cannot be included in the
message body and causes the request to fail with an HTTP return code of 400
(Bad Request).

The following example modifies the name of a LUN and Volume Group:
PUT https://<oraclefs_ip_or_dns>:8085/v1/lun/<id-of-lun> HTTP/1.1
Authentication: Basic <encoded username:password>
Accept:  text/xml
Content-Type:  text/xml
<RequestBody>
    <name>newName</name>
    <VolumeGroup>/otherVolGrp</VolumeGroup>
</RequestBody>
The following example modifies the global name of the Oracle FS System:
PUT https://<oraclefs_ip_or_dns>:8085/v1/system HTTP/1.1
Authentication: Basic <encoded username:password>
Accept:  text/xml
Content-Type:  text/xml
<RequestBody>
    <name>newOraclefsName</name>
</RequestBody>
The PUT request is idempotent except in the following cases:

• The FQN is used to identify the resource

• The name of the resource is being modified

• The FQN of the resource is composed using its name

DELETE
Use the DELETE request to delete either a specific resource instance or multiple
resource instances. To delete a specific resource instance, provide the ID or the
FQN of the resource. To delete multiple instances, instead of providing the ID or
the FQN in the URI, include a message body that specifies one or more options
that identify the instances to be deleted. The location in the URI where the ID or
the FQN would normally be put is left blank. Several FSCLI commands provide
alternative options for identifying a set of instances to delete. You specify those
alternative options in the message body.

The following example deletes a specific LUN:
DELETE https://<oraclefs_ip_or_dns>:8085/v1/lun/<id-of-lun> HTTP/
1.1
Authentication: Basic <encoded username:password>
Accept:  text/xml
Content-Type:  text/xml
The following example deletes multiple NFS exports that are accessible through
a File Server.
DELETE https://<oraclefs_ip_or_dns>:8085/v1/nfs_export HTTP/1.1
Authentication: Basic <encoded username:password>
Accept:  text/xml
Content-Type:  text/xml

Oracle FS System RESTful API Requests
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<RequestBody>
  <fileServer>/server1</fileServer>
</RequestBody>

Oracle FS System RESTful API Requests
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CHAPTER 4

Oracle FS System RESTful API Responses

Response Message Bodies
All Oracle FS System RESTful API responses contain a message body. At a
minimum, the message body contains the ID and the FQN of the Oracle FS System
task that performed or is performing the request. Depending on the request
made, additional information is returned.

The value you specify for the Accept HTTP header field in the request
determines the format of the message body that is returned. The content of the
message body contains the same XML tags or JSON objects as what the Oracle FS
CLI returns for the equivalent command request minus the ResponseHeader set
of tags.

The following example is an XML message body:
<ResponseBody> 
  <CLIResponse>
    <TaskInformation>
             <TaskGuid>aGuid</TaskGuid>
              <TaskFqn>/someFQN</TaskFqn>
    </TaskInformation>
        Tags and values specific to the request.
    </CLIResponse>
    </ResponseBody>
The following example is a JSON message body:
{“ResponseBody” : {
    “CLIResponse” : { 
“TaskInformation” : {
             “TaskGuid” : “aGuid”,
              “TaskFqn” : “/someFQN”
},
    JSON objects specific to the request
     }
}
}
For example, if these volume groups /finance and /legal are defined on the
Oracle FS System, the XML‑based request and response for retrieving all volume
groups would be the following.

Note: The default volume group (/) is included in the response.

For XML, the message body looks like the following example:
Request:
GET https://<oraclefs_ip_or_dns>:8085/v1/volume_group HTTP/1.1
Accept: text/xml
Content-Type: text/xml
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Response:
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Date: <some date and time>
Connection: close
Content-Type: text/xml
<ResponseBody>
  <CLIResponse>
    <TaskInformation>
     <TaskGuid>4130303030303142A13F11D5EB113971</TaskGuid>
     <TaskFqn>/GetVolumeGroup/3901/administrator</TaskFqn>
    </TaskInformation>
     <VolumeGroup>
      <Fqn>/</Fqn>
      <Id>4130303030303142A10411D05C5B4344</Id>
     </VolumeGroup>
     <VolumeGroup>
      <Fqn>/finance</Fqn>
      <Id>4130303030303142A10411D1CE7C4D78</Id>
     </VolumeGroup>
     <VolumeGroup>
      <Fqn>/legal</Fqn>
      <Id>4130303030303142A10411D1CE7C4C55</Id>
    </VolumeGroup>
  </CLIResponse>
</ResponseBody>
For JSON, the message body looks like the following example:
Request:
GET https://<oraclefs_ip_or_dns>:8085/v1/volume_group HTTP/1.1
Accept: text/json
Content-Type: text/json
Response:
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Date: <some date and time>
Connection: close
Content-Type: text/xml
{“ResponseBody” : { 
    “CLIResponse” : { 
“TaskInformation” : {
             “TaskGuid” : “aGuid”,
              “TaskFqn” : “/someFQN”
},
    “VolumeGroup” : [
{“Fqn” : “/”,
         “Id” : “4130303030303142A10411D05C5B4344”
        },
        {“Fqn” : “/finance”,
           “Id” : “4130303030303142A10411D1CE7C4D78”
        },
        {“Fqn” : “/legal”,
          “Id” : “4130303030303142A10411D1CE7C4C55”
        }
    ]
}
  }
}
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Return Codes
Oracle FS System RESTful API requests return HTTP status codes to indicate
either successful completion of the request, or problems incurred when fulfilling
the request.

The following table lists the supported codes.

Table 8: Return codes
Code Definition POST PUT GET DELETE

200 OK

Standard response
for successful HTTP
requests

Not applicable
for creating
new resources

Supported for
other
commands

Supported

A resource
has been
modified

Supported

A resource
has been
returned

Supported

A resource
has been
deleted

201 Created

The request has
been fulfilled and
resulted in a new
resource being
created

Supported

A new
resource has
been created

Not
applicable

Not
applicable

Not
applicable

400 Bad Request

The request cannot
be fulfilled due to
bad syntax

Supported Supported Supported Supported

401 Unauthorized

Authentication has
failed

Supported

User account is
not authorized
to perform
request

Supported

User
account is
not
authorized
to perform
request

Supported

User
account is
not
authorized
to perform
request

Supported

User
account is
not
authorized
to perform
request

404 Not Found

The requested
resource could not
be found

Supported
when
performing a
command
against a
specific
resource that is
not found

Not applicable
when creating
new resource

Supported Supported Supported
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Table 8: Return codes (continued)
Code Definition POST PUT GET DELETE

405 Method not
Allowed

A request was
made of a resource
using a request
method not
supported by that
resource

Supported Not
applicable

Not
applicable

Supported

409 Conflict

The request could
not be completed
due to a conflict
with the current
state of the resource

Supported

A request was
made when a
similar request
is already
being
processed

This is also
returned if the
request
prompts the
user for a
response

Not
applicable

Not
applicable

Not
applicable

500 Internal Server
Error

A generic error
message, given
when no more
specific message is
suitable

Supported Supported Supported Supported

503 Service Unavailable

The server is
unavailable

Supported Supported Supported Supported
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